
A smile is happiness right under your nose. But 
what if you’re self-conscious about your smile? 
More specifically, your thinning lips and increasing 
vertical lines above them? Good news! The makers 
of the popular Restylane family of products have 
expanded to include Restylane Silk – the first and 
only FDA approved injectable specifically designed 
for subtle lip enhancement and the smoothing of 
wrinkles and lines around the mouth.

A Silkier Solution for Lips
Dr. Timothy Jochen has always been very enthusiastic 
about Restylane and its many benefits. He ranks 
among the top 10 Restylane injectors in the 
nation. Restylane itself is a medium sized molecule 
gel and renowned for being very versatile. Perlane 
is excellent for addressing deeper lines, such as 
nasolabial folds. The 
new Restylane Silk 
distinguishes itself 
because it is made 
of smaller, smoother 
particles. It is injected 
into the dermis in tiny 
amounts with an ultrafine needle designed for 
improved accuracy in this delicate area.

Formulated with Hyaluronic Acid
Just like the other products in the Restylane family,
Restylane Silk is a clear gel formulation of 
hyaluronic acid – a sugar that is naturally occurring 
in your body. Just think – you’ll be getting a nearly 
natural beauty lift with a filler that is similar to your 
body’s own material!

The Problem Source
The aging process causes fat and collagen reserves 
in the face to deteriorate which is what leads to those 
troubling fine lines around the mouth and thinning 

lips. Restylane Silk’s unique formula provides an 
opportunity to not only help smooth wrinkles and 
lines, but also softly restore lip shape and enhance 
definition without fear of achieving an “overdone” 
look. Leave the bee-stung look to overly zealous 
actresses. When injecting the lips, Dr. Jochen says 
he takes into consideration not only the red part of 
the lips – the vermillion, but also builds up the light 
part of the lips – the vermilion border to provide 
better definition as well as the philtral columns and 
restores the Cupid’s Bow if possible.

Great Results
In a clinical study involving 221 patients, 
investigators observed that 77% of patients treated 
with Restylane Silk showed an improvement in lip 
fullness eight weeks after treatment and 59% of 

treated patients maintained 
it six months after treatment. 
The percentages reported 
by the patients themselves 
in the study soared even 
higher. Ninety-eight percent 
of the patients involved 

reported a visible improvement in lip fullness just 
14 days after injection and 76% said they still had 
it six months following injection. Dr. Jochen also 
frequently uses Restylane Silk to fill in the under eye 
tear trough area as well as other facial fine lines 
with great results. Restylane Silk can also be used 
for hand rejuvenation to plump up hands.

Contour Dermatology is more than pleased to add 
Restylane Silk to its powerhouse line-up of dermal 
fillers. Make plans to incorporate this smooth gel in 
your battle against the aging process. It will be your 
secret weapon to restore natural youthful definition 
and symmetry to your lip and mouth area as 
indicated following your personal consultation.
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~ Restylane Silk: Plump Your Pout…and More! ~
New FDA-Approved Lip Filler Now Available at Contour 

The crux of the Medi-Weightloss program is protein 
and vegetables for the first few weeks. Next grains 
and starches can be added. During the first few 
weeks, Paige was craving a cheeseburger. No 
problem. She grilled a 98% lean beef patty, added 

some green onions and Laughing Cow® low-cal 
cheese, a tomato slice and wrapped it in lettuce!  

If you’ve tried diets without success and want the 
support of a proven, medically-supervised program 
to guide you to reach your weight loss goals, call 
(760) 423-4090 to schedule your initial consultation.
What do you have to lose?
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